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  Let G be a graph and χ(G) = k?if for 
every vertex v of G, such that χ(G \ v)
? k?then we call G is a k-critical 
graph.In [5-7 ] they have already got 
some constructions of k-critical graph. 
In 1970, Dirac conjectured that 
[3 ]when k?4, there exist a k-critical 
graphwhich has no critical edge. 
Brown found a 5-critical graph which 
has no critical edge [1 ]. Eröds 
conjectured that [3 ] when r?3, there 
exists a r-regular graph which is 
4-critical . But, when r?6, it doesn’t 
exist. Pyatkin found a 6-critical graph 
 2
which is 4-critical [4 ].  
  In this paper, we investigate all 
4-critical graphs with 7 vertices. We 
find the sufficient condition of the 
existence of 2k-circulant graphs which 
are critical.  
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????? G???? χ (G) = k
???? G????? v? 
?χ (G \ v )? k???? G??? k-?
?? ( k-critical graph)? 
???????????????? 
???  
(1) ??? G??? k-??????
?? G???? v?? 
χ ( G \ v ) = k – 1? 
(2) K2??? 2-???? 
(3) C2n+1? 3-???? 
(4) C2n?? 2-???? 
(5) Kn? n-???? 
(6) ?G??????G? 2-???? 
  
?? 1?? G = ( V , E )??? V = {a1 , 
a2 ,? , a2k?1 , b1 , b2 ,? , b2k?1 , v }?         
E = {{v , ai}i = 1 , 2 ,? , 2k?1} 
∪{aibi , biai?1i = 1 , 2 ,? , 2k }∪{a2k?
1b2k?1 , b2k?1a1}∪{{bi , bi?1}i = 1 , 
2 ,? , 2k}∪{b1 , b2k?1}? ? G???
4-???? 
?? 2?? G = (V, E)??? V=V(C2k?1) 
∪ {a , b}?E = {{a , vi} , {b , vj} 
vi∈V(P2s) , vj∈V(P2t?1) , i = 1 , 
2 ,?,2s , j = 2s , 2s?1 ,?, 2s?2t
?3 , 1? s , t?2 }?? G??
? 4-???? 
?? 3?? k ????? n?k( k?1 ) 
(1) ?(k?1)n??? χ (Gn,k ) = k
?1? 
(2)  ?(k?1) n??? χ (Gn,k ) = k
?2? 
?? 4?? k ????? n?k( k?1 )?
?(k?1)n??? Gn,k??(k?1)-
???? 
?? 4.4?? k ????? n?k( k?
1 )?? n≡1(mod k?1)??? Gn,k?(k
?2)-???? 
 
?? 5?? k ????? n?k( k?1 )?
?(k?1) n? n 1(mod k?1)
??? Gn,k??(k?2)-???? 
?? 6?? k ????? n?k( k?1 )? 
 Gn,k?(k?2)-??? 
⇔ n≡1(mod k?1)? 
?? 7?? k ????? n?k( k?1 )?
? D = {a , 2a , 3a ,?, ka }(mod n)
??? gcd(n , a) = 1?? C(n , 
D)≅ Gn,k? 
?? 8? 
? k , a , n ????? n?k( k?1 )??
D = {a , 2a , 3a ,?, ka }(mod n)???
n≡1(mod k?1)? gcd(n , a) = 1??
C(n , D)?(k?2)-???? 
?? 4.9?? gcd(n , a) = 1? D2 = aD1
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